Possibly, the (s,8s,30s+1,37s+1,38s+1)-games with s 2 N have superpolynomial period lengths.
Introduction and Results
In the (s 1 ; : : : ; s k )-subtraction game there is a heap of size m > 0 and natural numbers s 1 ; : : : ; s k , the legal moves. Without loss of generality we always assume 0 < s 1 < s 2 < : : : < s k and k 2. Two players move alternately. A move consists in substracting some s i from m. The player who makes the heap size nonpositive is the winner. Assuming optimal strategies for both players, we get a sequence (v(m) A sequence (v(m)) is called periodic if there are some M 0 and P > 0 such that v(M + t) = v(M + P + t) for all t 0. The smallest such values for M and P are called the starting point and the period, respectively. The sequence (v(m)) 1 m=s k+1 in the (s 1 ; : : : ; s k )-game has to become periodic with period P(s 1 ; : : : ; s k ) 2 s k . Let M be the starting point of the period. Then we call PP(s 1 ; : : : ; s k ) = M ? (s k + 1) the preperiod of the (s 1 ; : : : ; s k )-game. In the case of PP = 0 we say that the game has no preperiod. We are interested in subtraction games with small numbers of legal moves and long periods and/or preperiods. In the rest of this section we list our theoretical and experimental results. Section 2 contains some remarks on the proofs. Section 3 demonstrates the structure of the (s; 4s; 12s+1; 16s+1)-games for 1 s 26. In Section 4 we formulate conjectures and open questions. 2 On the Proofs
We reached most of our results in the following way: With the help of a computer the periods of many subtraction games were determined. Then we selected interesting examples and tried to nd in nite classes of subtraction tuples which covered these candidates. We tested whether \all" games in such a class had the desired periods. If so, we looked for structural properties in the periods and tried to prove them by induction. Of course the key parts were nding the right classes and the structures of their periods { after this the proofs by induction were merely a (boring) task of correct book-keeping. Our key moment was when we found that games with linearly combined moves and only one free parameter s were good candidates for long periods. Proofs of Theorem 2, Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2, and Theorem n* can be found in B ul 93]. In this note we only demonstrate the structure of the games mentioned in Observation 4.
3 On the (s; 4s; 12s + 1; 16s + 1)-Games
It is convenient to compress the 0; 1-string v(s k + 1); v(s k + 2); : : : by runlength encoding LH 87]: Each maximal substring with a constant symbol is represented by its length. As there are only two di erent symbols (0 and 1), no more information than the lengths are needed for unique representation. Block 3: This block consists of s{1 subblocks, one for each j=0,...,s{2.
The j-th subblock itself is divided into the 4 subsubblocks 3a(j), 3b(j), 3c(j), 3d(j). Block 7: It consists of s{2 subblocks each of which has length 28s+1. So altogether this block has length (s{2)(28s+1).
For j=1,...,s{2 we have the subblocks j s (s{j{1) (s+j) (s{j+1) s j (3s{j) s (2s+j) (s{j) s (j+1) (2s{j{1) j (s+1) (s{j{1) s s (2s+j+1) (s{j{1) s (j+1) (3s{j{1) s (s+1).
Block 8: It has length 32s:
Block 9: This block consists of s{2 subblocks, one for each j=1,...,s{2.
The j-th subblock itself is divided into the 4 subsubblocks 9a(j), 9b(j), 9c(j), 9d(j). 
So the complete length of block 9 is Block 10: It consists of s{2 subblocks of length 28s+2 each. So altogether this block has length (s{2)(28s+2).
For j=1,...,s{2 we have the subblocks (s{j) s s (2s) s s j (s+1) (s{j{1) (s+j) (s{j) s (j+1) (3s{1) (s{j) (4s) (j+2) (2s{j{1) j s (s{j{1) (s+1) s s j (s+1).
Block 11: It has length 60s+4:
s s (s{1) s 1 s s (2s) s s s (4s) s (7s+1).
Adding the lengths of all 13 blocks gives the desired length 2 Finally, let us make a remark on Observation 5. We tested all games with 5 moves, where s 1 = 1; s 2 < 10; s 3 < s 4 < s 5 < 50. Among these candidates the (1; 8; 31; 38; 39)-game has the longest period, namely 11; 757 . This is more than 8 times longer than the period (=1,364) of the second best candidate. for all s 1 < s 2 < s 3 ? (viii) In the case of some nonpositive moves s i , for instance s 1 < 0 < s 2 , our winning condition (\make the heap size nonpositive") will lead to a draw if the initial heap size is larger than s 2 . ( (1) in Section 1 may be applied to other starting strings in f0; 1g s k than (v(1); v(2); :::; v(s k )). How long may periods become in this more general situation, for instance in the case of (s 1 ; s 2 ; s 3 )? Are the periods typically longer or shorter than in the corresponding subtraction game? Imre Leader mentioned the possibility that some subtraction games might perhaps be interpreted as simulations of certain computing devices (for instance Turing machines). Such correspondences could help to prove the existence of subtraction tuples (s 1 ; : : : ; s k ) for some xed k with exponential period lengths.
(Confer also Conway's fraction games.) Especially in the context of this idea other starting strings than (1,...,1) might be of interest.
